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Completely updated and in brilliant full color, Merritt's Neurology, 13th
Edition, remains your reference of choice for outstanding guidance on neurologic
protocols, treatment guidelines, clinical pathways, therapeutic recommendations,
and imaging. Greatly reorganized for ease of use, the 13th Edition features more
than 30 new chapters that keep will you up to date with every aspect of your
field. Now for the first time, you’ll find dozens of video clips online that
demonstrate the clinical signs and symptoms of neurologic disorders.

Features:

Visualize neurologic topics more easily than ever with an all-new, full-color●

format throughout.
Benefit from the fresh perspective of new editors Dr. Elan Louis and Dr.●

Stephan Mayer, in addition to 180 expert contributors who offer guidance in
their areas of expertise.
Stay current with today’s hottest topics, thanks to new chapters on the global●

burden of neurological disease; magnetic resonance imaging and other imaging
modalities; sleep studies; mild cognitive impairment; concussion; restless legs
syndrome; seizures in children; HIV, fetal alcohol syndrome, and drug effects;
and many more.
Find the information you need more quickly thanks to a reorganized format. In●

153 succinct chapters, you’ll find the essentials you need on signs and
symptoms, diagnostic tests, and neurologic disorders of all etiologies.
Watch approximately 40 video clips online to gain a clear understanding of the●

clinical signs and symptoms of neurologic disorders.
Get the up-to-date information you need from the practical, readable resource●

that’s trusted and used by neurologists, primary care physicians, and residents.

Now with the print edition, enjoy the bundled interactive eBook edition, which
can be downloaded to your tablet and smartphone or accessed online and
includes features like:

Complete content with enhanced navigation ●

Powerful search tools and smart navigation cross-links that pull results from●

content in the book, your notes, and even the web
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Cross-linked pages, references, and more for easy navigation●

Highlighting tool for easier reference of key content throughout the text●

Ability to take and share notes with friends and colleagues●

Quick reference tabbing to save your favorite content for future use●
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From reader reviews:

Dennis Thorpe:

What do you think of book? It is just for students as they are still students or it for all people in the world, the
particular best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that concern above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't desire do that. You must know how great and also important the book Merritt's Neurology. All type of
book is it possible to see on many sources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Amanda Furr:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
want something to explain what yours problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy individual? If
you don't have spare time to do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have
spare time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question
since just their can do in which. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is correct.
Because start from on guardería until university need this specific Merritt's Neurology to read.

Annie Fowler:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be upgrade about what going on or facts even knowledge
to make all of them keep up with the era that is always change and progress. Some of you maybe will update
themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to an individual is you
don't know which you should start with. This Merritt's Neurology is our recommendation so you keep up
with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and want in this era.

William Evans:

Merritt's Neurology can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. All of us recommend that
straight away because this reserve has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in vocabulary,
easy to understand, bit entertaining but still delivering the information. The article author giving his/her
effort to place every word into joy arrangement in writing Merritt's Neurology nevertheless doesn't forget the
main stage, giving the reader the hottest and also based confirm resource details that maybe you can be
among it. This great information can certainly drawn you into new stage of crucial contemplating.
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